**Summer assignments for incoming 3rd Graders:**

Complete Modules 7 and 8 on Zearn over the summer. I also ask that you please do the following:

1) Read for at least 20 minutes a day, 4 days a week. Of course, it's even better if you read more than that! Please continue to read on Raz Kids at your current reading level. If you've read all the books at your current reading level, it's okay to move up one level, but not more than that. I believe that your current login information and passwords are good until the end of August.

2) Work on Edgenuity for 20 minutes a day, 2 days a week. I believe that your current login information and passwords are good until the end of August.

3) Stay safe, relax and have a lot of fun this summer so that you'll feel refreshed and ready to begin 3rd Grade in September (in whatever form that takes).